A limited submission opportunity is available from the Oak Ridge Associated Universities and has been posted to the UTSA Limited Submission webpage.

Program Website: http://orau.org/university-partnerships/faculty-student-programs/powe/default.aspx

**Ralph E. Powe Junior Faculty Enhancement Awards Overview:** The Ralph E. Powe Junior Faculty Enhancement Awards provide seed money for research by junior faculty. These awards are intended to enrich the research and professional growth of young faculty and result in new funding opportunities.

The research project must be in one of the following five disciplines:
- Engineering and Applied Science
- Life Sciences
- Mathematics/Computer Sciences
- Physical Sciences
- Policy, Management, or Education

**Eligibility:** This opportunity is only available to ORAU member institutions.

Full-time assistant professors at ORAU member institutions within two years of their initial tenure track appointment at the time of application are eligible. If there is a question on eligibility, the ORAU Councilor makes the final decision.

**Award Amount:** The award amount provided by ORAU is $5,000. The applicant’s institution is required to match the award with at least an additional $5,000. This is a one-year grant (June 1 to May 31).

**Limited Submission:** An applicant/institution may submit only **two** applications.

**Timeline:**
- **Internal Proposal Due:** October 2, 2017
- **Nominee Selection Notifications:** October 31, 2017
- **Proposal Due:** January 9, 2018